CALL FOR "NACHO NAVARRO’S GRANT" (BEQUES NACHO NAVARRO)

2024/2025

**Aim of the call:** Offer 2 grants/scholarships per academic year. The call will be annual and will last until the funds allocated for this purpose have expired. In principle, the call was in force until the 2020/2021 academic year, but due to the fact that there are still funds, the evaluation commission has decided to continue issuing this call until the money is exhausted.

**Applicants:** graduated students from FIB (UPC) who will pursue the Master's Degree MIRI (FIB) in the two following AC fields:

- Computer Networks and Distributed Systems
- High Performance Computing

**Financial aid:** 50% of the student's enrolment fee for the first year of the Master's course (including first and second term).

**Date for the call:** July

**Submission of applications and documentation:** online submission at https://masters.fib.upc.edu/grants-and-financial-aid

**Deadline:** September 16, 2024.

**Documentation** (scanned): application form, student’s academic transcript, DNI or NIE, curriculum vitae and cover letter.

**Decision announcement:** September 30, 2024.

The evaluation committee will be made up by the Director of AC Department, the Director of the Master MIRI at FIB and a professor from the AC Department. The evaluation committee of the grant will only take into account the applicants’ academic transcript.

The committee will issue a report about the prioritization and results of the grants on September 30, 2024.

*This financial aid is not compatible with other similar grants.*

Dissemination of the call: at FIB and DAC websites.